WAL Essay and Creative Writing Assignment:

**WAL1: Setting essay on *Scarlet Letter*, *Johnny, UTC, or WAL Short Story***

Begin your essay: working from your approved central idea sentence and thesis statement sentence.
1. Read over Essay Criteria Sheet so you will know how your essay is to be evaluated.
2. Be sure you have a quote to support your idea/statements for TWO of your topics.
   Refer to the Sample Paper for how to use quotes in your paper.
3. Identify the 3 keywords from your CI/TS.
   - keyword one: essay type - setting (same for each topic paragraph)
   - keyword two: CI keyword -
   - keyword three: TS topic - (different for each topic paragraph)
4. Write TP#1 of your setting essay.
   - use your 3 keywords in the topic and concluding sentences
   - use the 3 keywords liberally in your detail sentences
   - keep in mind keywords may be used in synonym form
   - Underline: every use of keywords throughout the topic paragraph
5. Incorporate a transition sentence for your 5th sentence.

**Review:** The Sample Transitions Essay we discussed in class making note of the transitions.

**E-mail** me your first topic paragraph WITH APPROVED CI/TS ATTACHED for feedback.

Subject line should read: Last Name,Week16TP#1 Example: TabbWeek16TP#1

**WAL2:**
If you are doing the WAL1 assignment, follow the same assignments.
If you are doing Option #3 or #4, continue working.

**DAY ONE:**
UTC
**Do:** 5 Vocabulary words. Choose from UTC Vocabulary Chapters 19-26. @week 18 handouts
**Read:** *Uncle Tom's Cabin* Chapters 21. Take notes in your book as you read.
**Discuss:** with a family member or a classmate ALL of the questions under Questions section from UTC S.G., Chapters 19-21 @ week 18 handouts.
Discussion partner initials________.

**DAY TWO:**
WAL:
Keep working towards approval of your topic paragraph #1 or working on your setting story.

UTC
*Answer:* Analysis and Dig Deeper for UTC S.G. Chapters 19-21.
**Preview:** UTC SG Chapters 22 - 26 @ week 18 handouts.
**Read:** Chapter UTC Chapter 22.

**DAY THREE:**
WAL:
Write: TP2 of your setting essay
**E-mail** for feedback and approval

UTC
**Read** UTC Chapter 23 and 24

**DAY FOUR:**
WAL:
Keep working towards approval of your topic paragraph #2 or working on your setting story.

UTC
**Read** UTC Chapter 25 and 26.
**Discuss:** with a family member or a classmate ALL of the questions under Questions section from UTC S.G., Chapters 22-26. Discussion partner initials________.

**WAL1:**
Attach your Approval e-mail to assignment sheet WITH your approved topic paragraph WITH the underlines from Day 1 and Day 3

**WAL2:**
Attach the rough draft of Option #3 or #4 to assignment sheet.

**Honors Option:** Follow Syllabus
**History Option:** Keep following syllabus